PowerFlo Matrix®
THE SUPERIOR CHOICE IN ABOVE-GROUND POOL PUMPS.

• Features an industrial-size strainer basket to collect a lot of debris without a lot of maintenance
• Converts from horizontal to vertical orientation at the press of a button
• Quick connect/disconnect intake and discharge connection
Reliability built right in.

PowerFlo Matrix® features an industrial-size strainer basket – to collect a lot of debris without a lot of maintenance. It’s there to collect and protect. The high-quality impeller offers wide openings to prevent leaf and debris clog.

While this pump is impressively equipped, the PowerFlo Matrix is also very efficient. It has a heat-resistant, double-size seal and a protected rear-mounted switch for high energy efficiency. Plus, its heavy-duty, high-performance motor provides years of trouble-free operation thanks to an integrated automatic thermal overload protector.

Vertical. Horizontal. You choose.

Want to install it horizontally? Fine. Want to install it vertically? No problem. The PowerFlo Matrix from Hayward adapts to your needs, easily converting from horizontal to vertical orientation at the press of a button.

Convenience is part of the package.

PowerFlo Matrix offers a quick-connect/disconnect intake and discharge connection to speed things along. Plus, the C-Clip Connector lets you disengage the strainer housing in a matter of seconds. And an integral drain plug makes for easy winterization. Add to that a durable, corrosion-proof housing, and you have a pump designed for long-term performance.